ABSTRACT
Since its creation, cloud computing has always taken a provider-dictated approach, where cloud providers define and manage the cloud to accommodate the user needs they deem important. We propose "User-Defined Cloud", or UDC, a new cloud scheme that allows users to define their own "clouds", by defining hardware resource needs, system software features, and security requirements of their applications, and to do so without the need to build or manage low-level systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Since the launch of AWS in 2006, the evolution of cloud ecosystems has so far been following a provider-dictated approach summarized in the following three steps: 1) the cloud provider identifies the need to support a new type of application workload or a new type of hardware; 2) the cloud provider develops new software and/or adapts an existing software/hardware infrastructure to support the need; and 3) the cloud provider launches a new service or a variation of an existing service to integrate the new hardware/software. This approach has successfully transformed the cloud from a niche market into a dominant computing platform that empowers small and large organizations to run their businesses at scale.
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Today’s cloud platforms see an unprecedentedly rapid growth in both workload diversity and hardware heterogeneity. On the one hand, a broader community of users are embracing the cloud and many come from domains with specific needs of efficiency, scalability, and security. Some example domains are military [1], hospitals [38], farms [24], financial firms [11], entertainment companies [13], and police departments [12]. On the other hand, new hardware devices emerge at an unprecedented speed. Examples are TPU [23] and other ASICs [4, 33] for compute acceleration, Optane [15, 20] and 3D-stacked [31] memory for making memory persistent and high-bandwidth, and programmable [9] circuit [35] switches/NICs for offloading computation to network infrastructures and making them cheaper.

Looking forward, a critical question we ask is: would the aforementioned cloud evolution pattern still work? In particular, it boils down to the following two subquestions: 1) from the perspective of cloud users, would they be all happy with a number of services each with a fixed configuration even if new services keep getting added? 2) from the perspective of cloud providers, would they be able (and willing) to customize their infrastructures in a timely fashion when new hardware and workloads quickly emerge? Unfortunately, today’s cloud computing model falls short of both aspects.

From the cloud users’ perspective, there are three major issues. First, users pay for extra (35% according to [14]) computing resources they do not need because no cloud service matches their precise needs. For instance, to use 8 GPUs in a VM to run a big machine-learning workload, AWS users must select an EC2 p3.16xlarge or p3dn.24xlarge instance, which come with 64 and 96 vCPUs, respectively, even if they need only a small number of vCPUs to run the GPU orchestration software. Second, niche domain users are unable to run their workloads as desired in the cloud, often because the cloud does not provide the right combination of hardware or is too slow in incorporating new hardware features into their services. For example, many ML inference tasks are event-triggered and could benefit from serverless computing and GPU acceleration. Despite the high demand for such applications, no cloud provider has yet supported GPU in their serverless computing offerings. Finally, users cannot properly specify their security needs and they have to trust the cloud provider. Unfortunately, providing enhanced security and strong isolation often comes at the cost of reduced resource utilization or performance. As a result, security is often sacrificed, resulting in severe compromises and data
breaches [34]. For all the above cases, users have to build a dedicated cluster with their desired features, incurring high development and maintenance costs.

The way today’s clouds run also creates problems for cloud providers. On the one hand, when there is new hardware to deploy or a security feature to add, the cloud provider needs to integrate them into every single one of its existing services. On the other hand, launching a new service dictates that the service must be compatible with different types of hardware, system software, and security features that users would want to access. These two problems collectively create a “cloud DevOps matrix from hell”, similar to the DevOps matrix from hell that motivated the creation of containers [22]. Every time a change is about to be made on the cloud, the provider must go through this matrix from hell, incurring exceedingly high development costs and slowing down the time to market.

We observe that the root cause of the aforementioned issues is that it is always the cloud providers that define and manage the cloud to accommodate the user needs they deem popular. The mere role of cloud users is to use the predefined cloud, as is. However, users are the ones who understand their workloads and know what is needed to run them. In this paper, we argue that users can and should define their own clouds. Cloud providers continue to create and manage the cloud, but in a way that is flexible enough for users to customize it. To be more specific, each user defines what computing resources and features of these resources the cloud should provide for their own workloads, and cloud providers take care of how these resources are provided by supplying software and hardware infrastructures under the hood. In doing so, users can actively customize software and hardware in a public cloud, and they only need to understand what their workloads need, as opposed to how to meet these needs with predefined service types. In the meantime, cloud providers only need to build a customizable (software and hardware) infrastructure that allows users to create their own “services”, as opposed to tirelessly adding services for each emerging user group.

Building on this insight, we propose User-Defined Cloud, or UDC, a new cloud scheme that allows a user to define 1) the hardware resources they need to run their workloads (e.g., number of CPU cores, type and number of GPUs, and amount of memory) in arbitrary combinations and amounts, 2) the execution environment and security requirements for their workloads (e.g., the level of isolation, confidentiality, and integrity), and 3) system features for running their workloads in a distributed way (e.g., the degree of replication, consistency level, and failure handling strategy). Furthermore, we propose a fine-grained approach that allows users to define what resources and features each individual stage of their workloads need, instead of claiming (and paying for) excessive resources for the entire workload. Based on these specifications, the cloud provider puts together a cloud service for the user on the fly, which includes the desired set of hardware resources, system configurations, as well as security features.

One implication of UDC is that when users have more freedom in defining their own “cloud”, they need to understand both their own applications and to some extent, what computing resources and features they need. We envision a typical user of UDC to have a division of responsibility within them: application developers who write applications in a modularized way that fits their application, and a small IT team that defines various UDC specifications for each module. Users could also choose to not define any specifications, in which case the cloud provider makes the decisions instead (i.e., falling back to today’s cloud).
2 A CASE FOR USER-DEFINED CLOUD

Figure 1 illustrates the high-level differences between UDC and existing cloud schemes. In today’s clouds, VM-/container-based services (also known as IaaS and CaaS) give cloud users more (but not complete) control over how to run their workloads, but they require huge efforts from users to manage their IT. PaaS (Platform as a Service) and serverless computing eliminate most of the IT cost but leave users with no way to control their workloads. Our proposal takes a radically different approach to solving the pain points in today’s cloud computing: giving control to cloud users and keeping management for cloud providers at all the layers in the cloud ecosystem — from hardware to system software and security. Overall, UDC will provide tremendous benefits to both cloud users and cloud providers in the following ways.

Benefits to cloud users. Users can choose\( ^1 \) to customize the entire stack from software to hardware of a public cloud in a way that matches exactly what they need. They can quickly build their own cloud environments to launch their applications without waiting for cloud providers to create the service that may or may not fully meet their needs. Neither do they need to build or maintain any customized cluster software or hardware. Moreover, users obtain and pay only for the resources and features they need, instead of predefined packages that contain unnecessary resources. Finally, security can be granted according to the needs of the users, enabling security-critical applications to move to the cloud.

Benefits to cloud providers. By decoupling different layers in the software-hardware stack and allowing users to define each of them separately, cloud providers can independently add/remove a hardware/software feature without the need to change the rest of the system, essentially avoiding the cloud DevOps matrix from hell and saving development cost. Moreover, UDC enables significantly more users to use the cloud, which directly creates revenue for cloud providers. Indeed, supporting these new customers comes at almost no additional cost for cloud providers, as providers do not need to create new instance types or services for them. Finally, with UDC, although cloud providers cannot charge users for the resources they do not use, they can increase the unit price of their computing resources to the extent that still offers users a lower total cost than today’s cloud. Moreover, without resource wastes, providers could potentially consolidate more applications to the same amount of computing resources and shutting down the remaining ones.

A motivating example. We motivate UDC using the following case in the healthcare industry (Figure 2). Table 1 shows the corresponding specifications for UDC, which we expect the user to create. To use UDC, there are two tasks the user must perform.

- Application Semantics Development: we expect a user development team to develop application code in the form of modules and specify the module relationship as shown in Figure 2 (more details in §3.1).
- UDC Aspect Specification: we expect a user IT team to specify how each module should be executed on UDC (e.g., resource demands, security requirements, and distributed semantics).

In this example, a hospital wants to use the cloud to perform three tasks: securely storing patients’ medical records, securely and quickly diagnosing patients’ medical images (e.g., CT scans), and occasionally performing analytics over anonymized patient data (e.g., results of clinical trials).

First, the hospital needs to securely store all patients’ medical records (S1, e.g., previous diagnoses in a natural language) and consent forms (S2, e.g., whether or not a patient is okay with providing their medical records, after anonymization, for research) in the cloud.

Second, the hospital performs image-based auto-diagnosis in a secure manner in the cloud. When a medical image is

---

\( ^1 \)Users can also choose to not define one or more layers, in which case we fall back to traditional cloud solutions.
taken, it is sent to the cloud (S3), which launches a process of automatic diagnosis. This process involves A1 pre-processing of the medical image (e.g., resizing and greyscaling), A2 object detection (e.g., CNN inference) on the pre-processed image, A3 retrieving the patient’s medical record and performing natural language analysis (e.g., BERT inference) to automatically generate relevant previous diagnosis, and A4 automated diagnosis with detected objects and results of NLP on the medical record. All these steps must be done securely.

Finally, the hospital performs data analytics over anonymized patient records. This involves B1 fetching consent forms, filtering records/images based on user consents, and anonymizing them, and S4 passing the anonymized records/images to a data-processing system (possibly a third-party framework) for analytics (B2). The first step must be secured (i.e., confidentiality and integrity), while the last step does not need security (although integrity-protection might be desirable).

3 A PROPOSAL OF UDC

We now offer one proposal for UDC; we do not claim it to be the only way to realize UDC or that it solves all challenges. Overall, our ideas center around three design principles.

Design Principle 1: Expressing definitions of low-level layers as runtime aspects. Today, programmers write their cloud applications in languages designed for local machines, which are then compiled and tested in a local (non-cloud) environments. A separate group (either an IT team or the cloud provider) builds the underlying systems and hardware to execute these applications. As a result, there is no way to customize how applications run on the cloud with application-specific knowledge. We propose a new cloud-native application development model, by exposing low-level system definitions to application developers in a way that is tied but orthogonal to application semantics. Specifically, programmers develop program modules based on application semantics. They (or a separate IT team) can then define the desired features of each module as different aspects of it (i.e., inspired by aspect orientation [25, 40]). We include three types of aspects: 1) hardware resource demands, 2) execution environments including security specifications, and 3) distributed semantics. These aspects will be fed to the cloud runtime, which customizes the infrastructure, runs the program, collects the feedback, and performs adaptive optimizations.

Design Principle 2: Decouple specifications from their realization and decouple different aspects. When allowing the IT team to define aspects of their intended UDC, we should not expect them to implement these aspects (i.e., build or manage low-level systems). Thus, we propose to let the IT team specify aspects in a declarative way and to decouple these specification from their low-level implementation. The cloud provider is the party responsible for the implementation, and they can choose different ways to implement a specification. Furthermore, we propose to decouple the three types of aspects. The user’s IT team can freely define one aspect without changing others, and they can also choose to not define an aspect (i.e., fall back to provider’s default).

Design Principle 3: Fine granularity at each layer. To allow users to freely define and associate aspects to their applications, we argue to make every layer of the application-software-hardware stack fine-grained. Each fine-grained piece can be independently declared, configured, and managed. Users can then choose their desired combination of pieces and put them together to run their applications, similar to building Lego toys. Decomposing a layer into fine-grained pieces improves flexibility and resource utilization, but it increases the scale of hardware, system software, and user code that the cloud provider must manage. To tackle this challenge, we propose to vertically bundle layers of fine-grained pieces into a self-sustained resource unit. For example, we can combine some amount of compute resources (e.g., a CPU core), an execution environment (e.g., a container), and some distributed API library into one low-level resource unit for allocation, scheduling, and failure handling. We also propose to bundle a fine-grained code/data module and its aspects into a high-level object, which can be executed on one or more resource units. This vertical bundling reduces the complexity and overhead of resource management.

A recent proposal, Hydro [10], advocates a new cloud programming model that lets users specify four “facets” in a declarative way, including programming semantics, availability, consistency, and targets of optimization. Unlike Hydro, which focuses on new programming models and programming language supports on top of existing cloud infrastructures, UDC aims to support existing programming models but with a much more disruptive approach underneath these programming models: making every layer in the cloud infrastructure customizable and fine-grained.

3.1 Specifying Application Semantics

What can users define? To use UDC, a user’s development team write programs for their application logic. To meet our fine-granularity goal (Principle 3), a user program is expressed as a DAG of modules. A module could be a code block representing a task (e.g., A1 to A4, B1 and B2) or one or more data structures representing a set of data (S1 to S4), and edges across modules represent their dependencies (e.g., one task follows another task, one task module accessing a data module).

A key to efficiently executing workloads on a fine-grained distributed platform (§3.2) is good locality. To this end, we enhance the module DAG representation with locality relationship. For example, developers (or a compiler) can specify computation tasks that should be executed together on the same hardware unit (e.g., A1 and A2). Similarly, they can
also hint that a data object (e.g., S1) is frequently used by a computation task (e.g., A3). Such information will be used to guide our runtime scheduler to make intelligent compute/data placement.

**How to achieve the definition?** There are many ways to represent an application as a DAG of modules, for example, by compiling an existing program into a DAG of code pieces, by letting users annotate their existing programs to define the boundaries of modules, or by using a new programming model that is native to this representation. For the third option, one promising model could be based on the Actor framework [3, 5–7, 17, 19], which is supported by many popular languages. Each actor represents a module that could run on a hardware resource unit. These (distributed) actors communicate via input and output messages and there is no shared state between actors. Evidence [36, 37] shows that explicit messages are more efficient for a disaggregated setting than shared-memory implementations. Furthermore, messages could be reliably recorded for faster recovery.

To allow developers to use their favorite languages for programming UDC applications, we could build libraries in different languages that offer annotations for expressing module scopes and locality hints, APIs for specifying actor-based operations, and/or language/compiler support for specifying aspects. We will then extend their compilers to compile them into a uniform intermediate representation (in units of IR modules) for resource allocation and execution. Our IR is defined as high-level modules and their relationships, not low-level code instructions. For example, each language can have a different type of IR module that specifies the execution environment for programs in this language. Different IR modules communicate via well-defined interfaces.

### 3.2 Defining Hardware Resources

**What can users define?** UDC allows users to specify the type and amount of computing resources they want/expect each module in their applications to use. However, how can users know their applications’ resource usage? On the one hand, the amounts and types of resources that different parts of an application need are related to application logic (i.e., partially known at static time by the application developers). On the other hand, input data also influences the resources needed to run a workload (i.e., only known at runtime).

We believe a viable solution is a combination of developer knowledge, program analysis, and “dry-run” profiling, with the first performed by application developers and the latter two by the IT team or the cloud provider with UDC’s tool support. Specifically, we expect the developer team to use their understanding of applications to define the scope of different tasks and to specify a set of possible hardware (e.g., CPU, GPU) or the type of hardware (e.g., compute) that each task may need. The IT team or the cloud provider will then use tools that UDC provides (e.g., profilers, cross-platform compilers, etc.) to perform dry runs that execute the program with developer-supplied test inputs on different types of hardware within the developer-defined set. The actual resource usage observed for each task is then used as the resource aspect of the task.

**How to achieve the user definition?** UDC’s hardware infrastructure needs to be fine grained to allow users to freely combine resources in the amount and type that they desire. We identify hardware resource disaggregation as the right fit for our goal. Resource disaggregation splits traditional servers into different types of network-attached devices, often organized as resource pools. Fulfilling users’ resource demands would then simply be allocating the exact amount from the corresponding resource pools (instead of a bin-packing problem with traditional servers). Our runtime scheduler would use the user-supplied resource aspect, execution environment aspect (§3.3), and locality information from the application semantic aspect to decide the location(s) to execute a module and initialize it with the resource amount as user specified. Since user specified resources may be inaccurate when executing with real (and changing) inputs, UDC would perform fine tuning (enlarging or shrinking the amount of resources for a module, migrating modules across hardware units, etc.) based on telemetry data collected at the run time. If a user specifies a set of hardware that a module could potentially execute on or if users only provide a performance/cost goal, then UDC will select resources based on load and available hardware at the run time.

### 3.3 Defining Execution Environment

**What can users define?** With UDC, users can define the execution environment of their workloads in fine granularity (for each module), without the complexity of managing the environment. In addition, they can specify the security requirements of their execution environment without the need to trust cloud providers. They could also specify protection options for their data (e.g., encryption, integrity protection, and replay protection) when these data leave the execution environment (to the network, storage, or another module).

Unlike other UDC aspects, security features should not be specified in a declarative way, as doing so allows cloud providers to choose how to implement the specification. Security features specified by a user should be verifiable by the user in case they do not trust the provider (e.g., for security-critical modules). However, high-level, declarative specifications lack preciseness and hence are hard to verify.

Below are some examples of how users could be more precise when specifying isolation features. For strongest isolation, users could specify a single-tenant Trusted Execution...
Environments (TEE) environment. TEEs (e.g., Intel SGX enclaves and AMD SEV VMs) provide protection against system software and physical attacks, while single-tenant execution (where the entire hardware is dedicated to one tenant) protects against hardware-based side-channel attacks [8, 21, 28, 29, 41]. For strong (but not the strongest) isolation, users could choose either TEEs or single-tenant, providing protection against a subset of the aforementioned attacks. For medium-level isolation, users could let providers choose from different options like unikernel [32], lightweight VMs [2], or sandboxed containers [18]. For weak isolation, users could choose containers. The first two options (strongest and strong) can enable verification by the user (§4). The last two require trust in the provider, which provides the system software.

**How to achieve the user definition?** Many existing execution environments like virtual machines, lightweight VMs, unikernels, containers, and TEEs could be used to fulfill different user requirements. Similarly, existing data confidentiality and integrity measurements could be used. One new challenge is the goal of allowing users to freely combine security/execution features with other aspects such as the resource aspect. For example, today’s TEEs only work with CPUs, but with UDC, TEEs need to work with other hardware like GPUs and FPGAs. One possible solution is to add hardware support to specific hardware devices [39]. Another possibility is to create physically-isolated (disaggregated) device clusters that can only be occupied by one tenant at a time and keep data protected when leaving the cluster. Another new challenge relates to the goal of fine granularity. As secure environments are usually slower to start up, (cold) starting many environments for many modules can significantly slow down the entire application. Moreover, single-tenant environments could cause large resource wastes as a module is not likely to occupy the entire hardware unit.

### 3.4 Defining Distributed Semantics

**What can users define?** Users should be able to define how their applications run *distributively*, but without the need to build complex distributed systems. For example, users (developers) can define the failure domains in their programs, with the understanding that different domains could fail independently while code and data within a domain will fail as a whole. The user IT team can then control the availability/reliability of each failure domain by specifying the replication factor, with the understanding that more replicas is more expensive. They can also define how failures are handled for each domain (*e.g.*, whether to re-execute a module or recover from a user-defined checkpoint). Finally, users can define the consistency level of concurrent accesses to their data modules (*e.g.*, sequential consistency), and what type of operations they want to give preferences to (*e.g.*, read preference over write).

**How to achieve the user definition?** There are a few challenges in realizing the goal of allowing users to freely define fine-grained distributed semantics in a UDC data center. First, users may define conflicting specifications for different modules, *e.g.*, two modules sharing data and one specified as sequential consistency and the other as release consistency. UDC needs to detect such conflicts and either chooses the strictest specification or returns an error to the user.

Second, unlike today’s distributed systems that run on a cluster of servers, we expect UDC to run on a cluster of disaggregated devices some of which may not have compute power or could run any software. Thus, traditional software systems that implement distributed protocols would not directly work. A promising direction is to explore the programmability in the network to enforce the distributed specifications [26, 27, 30].

Finally, UDC’s fine-grained and fully customizable approaches require a distributed execution environment that is highly scalable and flexible. Existing distributed management frameworks like Kubernetes [16] often take coarse-grained, application-oblivious approaches, *e.g.*, treating a container as the unit of replication, and thus will fall short for UDC.

### 4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We proposed UDC, a radical approach to cloud computing that shifts the control from cloud providers to cloud users. UDC has many promising benefits and research opportunities. At the same, many key challenges remain to be solved. Below we pick four to elaborate further.

**Verifying the fulfillment of user definitions.** UDC must enable users to verify that the cloud vendor is correctly providing their selected features. This is especially important when the selected features have security implications. We believe this can be achieved through comprehensive remote attestation primitives, similar to the ones available in TEEs today. Using these primitives, users can verify important properties without trusting the vendor and by just trusting the hardware itself (*i.e.*, hardware root of trust). Existing remote attestation primitives can help users verify some of the execution environments and the software running in them. However, many features that UDC allows users to define cannot be verified with today’s remote attestation primitives (*e.g.*, whether or not resources were provided as specified).

**Supporting legacy software.** Most legacy cloud applications can run as is on UDC. However, without splitting these programs into smaller modules, their executions would not benefit from the fine-grained treatments UDC enables at each layer, leading to suboptimal performance and/or resource utilization. An interesting idea is to transform them into programs under our model. We could potentially develop static program analysis that performs semi-automated transformation of an existing program by involving developers...
in the loop and with the help of a run-time profiler. For example, our static analysis can infer dependencies and cuts a program into segments to minimize the number of cross-segment dependencies, while developers can provide hints on where application semantics transition in their code and a profiling run could capture where resource usage patterns change in the code.

**Economics and adoption.** For cloud providers to adopt UDC, it needs to have economic incentives for them. At a glance, UDC may seem to impose additional costs for providers as they need to develop a new set of software and hardware infrastructures and UDC’s fine-grained approach could incur higher management costs. However, deploying fine-grained application modules on disaggregated clusters would largely improve resource utilization (by 2× as shown by [36]). Meanwhile, providers only need to pay a one-time cost to develop a infrastructure that is flexible to fulfill different user definitions instead of repeatedly developing new services for new user needs. Finally, we expect UDC to enable significantly more workloads to migrate to the cloud, and providers could charge a higher unit price that is still attractive to users since they can tailor their cloud usages and only pay for what is used.

**Deployment to existing clouds.** Although UDC is a revolutionary idea, we believe that we should take an evolutionary approach to integrating it into existing clouds. Fortunately, today’s clouds and data centers are already adopting some of the approaches we propose in UDC. For example, many data centers are already organizing servers into resource pools. Serverless computing and microservices are already making cloud users write modularized code for their applications. Cloud providers could also partially adopt UDC, e.g., with a hybrid cluster that contains both regular servers and disaggregated devices; by combining the UDC service with existing cloud services.

**Conclusion.** This paper proposed User-Defined Cloud, a new cloud-computing paradigm that promises to increase the flexibility and customizability of today’s public cloud by allowing users to define the computing resources their applications run on. Although there are many challenges in fully realizing the promises of UDC, we hope that this paper is a good starting point that will motivate future cloud-computing researchers and practitioners.
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